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"Rich's Trader's Guide identifies the essential economic indicators needed to completely understand the economy's underlying fundamentals. This book bridges the gap between what is taught in college texts and read in the business press. Rich has one of the smartest economic minds and is genuinely one of the nicest guys in the world. Really. He told me to write that."

Arthur B. Laffer, former advisor to President Reagan and coauthor of Return to Prosperity: How America Can Regain Its Economic Superpower Status

"Rich Yamarone is a walking human database of trading data. He looks at everything but, more importantly, he knows what is important and what isn't. And he looks in places most economists never think about. The Trader's Guide to Key Economic Indicators is a resource you want to read again and again and then keep near your desk to refer to. It's that good!"

John Mauldin, President, Millenium Wave Securities

"Thinking before speaking is always good advice. For traders, understanding economic indicators before executing the trade is essential, and Richard's work sets understanding in its primary place. Richard covers many varied indicators and reflects upon their quirks as well as their signals for traders. This is a must-read for intelligent traders."

John E. Silvia, Chief Economist, Wells Fargo

"Markets respond instantaneously to economic news. Making quick decisions requires a solid understanding of the past performance of, and the methodologies used to produce, economic indicator statistics. Yamarone's latest gets 'into the weeds' and provides the understanding needed to properly interpret the implications for financial markets of changes in economic indicators. An easy and profitable read."

William Dunkelberg, Chief Economist, National Federation of Independent Business; Economic Strategist, Boenning & Scattergood
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